
Connect everyone. Work anywhere.

Your phone number is an essential part of your business identity. You need to access it from anywhere, 

while keeping your conversations secure and private. Dialpad + OneLogin have revolutionized they way 

employees access communication—providing a cloud first, mobile solution for today’s anywhere worker. 

ANY WHERE IT

Deploy new offices, set up 

integrations, and provision users 

from anywhere in seconds, not days 

or weeks. Now with the trusted 

security of OneLogin  

access management. 

SINGLE SIGN-ON

One login for all your cloud apps, 

across all your devices. Use the 

OneLogin dashboard or sign in 

through Dialpad via OneLogin. 

SAML 2.0

Use an enterprise-grade security 

framework that leverages the 

trusted relationship between 

OneLogin and Dialpad. 

BUILD AN 
ANYWHERE IT STACK 
WITH DIALPAD + ONELOGIN
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Our appetite is to be a technology, to be a leader, to be an innovator.  
And to do that, you have to build for the future.

Greg Meyers, CIO 

Motorola Solutions
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GET STARTED
Ready to experience Dialpad and OneLogin?  

Get in touch with a Dialpad expert to learn more. 

Email us: sales@dialpad.com

Call us: 1-855-DIALPAD

TALK TO SALES

BUILD AN ANY WHERE IT STACK WITH DIALPAD + ONELOGIN

The only pure cloud business phone system,  
now with cloud identity management.

Take your IT productivity to the next level. Dialpad + OneLogin enable agile management of users across 

the globe while maintaining enterprise-grade security. Dialpad’s pure cloud, modern architecture is 

now integrated your cloud identity management tools. For you, that means unlimited scalability, always 

available services, and continuous innovation.  

Welcome to the future of Anywhere IT. 
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